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THE BODY IS FOR THE LORD
Speakers bring unique
perspectives to topics
surrounding sexuality
Erika Norton
News Co-Editor

Demonstrations turn violent as citizens
across the globe protest economic and
political policies. Find out what issues
are demanding change. Page 3

Class of 1988 to
open time capsule

Tomorrow the class of 1988 will rediscover
their senior year of Taylor by opening their
time capsule for the first time. Page 4

Sex and the
Cornfields art exhibit
a huge success
An art exhibit and a panel discussion
add a refreshing point of view to
the annual event Page 6

Music from a
dead horse

Why do we always want to talk about
music, and why are we so bad at it? Page 7

Volleyball lets
lead slip

TU volleyball falls 3-2 to Grace after
holding 2-0 lead early on. The Trojans’
eight game win streak has quickly shifted
to a three game losing streak. Page 8
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Keynote speakers Jay and Heather
Stringer shed new light on the topics of sexuality and the body this week
at Taylor’s annual Sex and the Cornfields event.
The Stringers are therapists with
unique backgrounds and expertise, which provided students with a
multi-faceted approach to sexuality.
Jay Stringer’s soon-to-be ordination
as a Christian Reformed Church pastor and Heather Stringer’s work as an
artist brought two distinct perspectives to the conversation and covered
both ends of the spectrum.

“We’ve all been through
various kinds of hell
with our bodies.”
Sara Hightower, Director of Residence Life Programs (ResLife), said
that the couple’s tone and ability to
have a personal conversation with
students excited campus leadership
for the couple’s talks throughout the
week.
“They’re a great mix . . . Jay’s pastoral tone and Heather’s unique artist
piece of it felt like a different way of
talking about it,” Hightower said.
Jay came to Taylor last spring to
discuss sexual addictions. Typically,
Residence Life likes to bring someone who’s completely unknown on
campus to speak, but this year they
thought it might be easier for the student body to engage with him more
quickly, Hightower said.
The overall theme was a sequence
of the words “within,” “between” and
“among.” The word “within” comes
from how one perceives one’s own
personality, according to Heather Stringer.
“We have to do our own personal
work in order to be better at engaging others,” Heather said.
The word “between” deals with how
we engage each other with our bodies and with our sexuality, according to Heather. Finally, how sexuality
translates into the grander scheme
of things, such as vocation, marriage
and calling, is what falls under the
“among” category, Heather explained.
Heather hopes students take away
the idea that the body is good but but
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Taylor students are challenged each year to discern the role of human sexuality in a Christian’s life.

the world is broken.
“I would love for people to look at
their own narrative and . . . notice
where your body and sexuality are
so good and worth celebrating and
where is the harm that’s been done
and how have you harmed your own
body and sexuality,” Heather said.
She hopes students can create a
safe environment where stories and
struggles are shared.
“We’ve all been through various
kinds of hell with our bodies,” Heather
said. “It would be really great to create a context where there is not condemnation and there is kindness for
these stories.”
The first session was held at Monday’s chapel and discussed how the
body is a central part of the salvation that God intends to accomplish
in our lives.
“The Lord is for the body and the
body is for the Lord,” Heather said.
Jay encouraged students not to shy
away from their stories related to
their body but to move toward them
to find freedom.
“What I hope . . . is that we would

not see these stories as something to
ashamed of, but far more, these are
stories that deserve the kindness of
our grief and for us to begin to receive
something of the grief of God on our
behalf,” Jay said.
With multiple sessions and events
to choose from, students had many
opportunities to hear and engage in
conversations surrounding sexuality.

“It’s just become a very safe space
where people can ask questions,”
said senior Jeffry Neuhouser, president of Choros. “We don’t have
answers, but we can all ask those
questions together.”
At the dinner, Jay and Heather
held a question-and-answer session,
where students could ask anything
regarding sexuality, gender and the
role the church plays in these topics.
Jay and Heather explored the topic
“They’re a great mix . . .
of vocation as it relates to sex and the
body at the last session on WednesJay’s pastoral tone and
night.
Heather’s unique artist piece day
“Our body is the vehicle for our callof it felt like a different way ing to be lived out,” Heather said. “Our
calling is not just a calling of our talof talking about it.”
ents, but a bodily calling.”
Jay concluded by explaining how
One highlight was the addition of vocation allows connection to a
an art show held in the Breuninger world that is very disconnected.
Hall lobby, which displayed students’
“Every good connection that brings
wonder, that brings gratitude and
art, both visual and written.
Another event, held Wednesday awe to the world, is something to be
night, was a dinner hosted by Choros, blessed,” Jay said.
a campus organization geared toward engaging in discussions surrounding gender and sexuality.

‘Vision 2016 in Review’

Taylor looks back at past
decade as planning for
next decade begins
David Adams
Online Editor

Editor’s Note: This is the first in a twopart series introducing Strategic Directions 2026 to the Taylor community.
We’ll begin by looking back at Vision
2016. In two weeks, we’ll take a look at
the process that will shape the new 10year plan.
Vision 2016, a 10-year plan for Taylor’s growth and advancement, was
originally announced in April 2006 at
the inauguration of Taylor President
Eugene Habecker.
As the university embarks on a twoyear journey to develop Strategic Directions 2026, the successor to Vision
2016, it’s worth understanding what

Vision 2016 was meant to be, what has
changed about Taylor in the last decade, what hasn’t—and why.
Habecker summarized what Vision
2016 means for the university: “Vision
2016 has given us some clarifying objectives that have helped guide decisions and choices and priorities for
the university over the past eightplus years.”
Masters of Arts and Higher Education (MAHE) student Jeff Aupperle was
tasked by the Strategic Directions
2026 Steering Group, a 15-member
committee appointed by the president, with reviewing Vision 2016 and
evaluating Taylor’s progress. He presented his research, “Vision 2016 in
Review,” in a Sept. 30 campus forum
to faculty, staff and students.
Aupperle canvassed presidential
board reports from early in Habecker’s tenure and identified four main

tenets for Vision 2016.
New mission statement
The first goal was a new mission
statement, one that would clarify
the university’s goal “to reclaim a
role on the global stage,” Aupperle’s
report said.
Taylor’s current mission statement
was adopted for the 2009-2010 academic year after significant effort on
the part of Habecker and the board of
trustees, an early accomplishment of
Vision 2016.
10-10-10 plans
Vision 2016 included the deployment of three presidential strategies—creating 10 masters programs,
10 endowed centers of excellence and
10 Taylor “centres” around the world—
to meet the goal established by the
new mission statement.
Four masters programs were running at one point in the last eight

years, two more than were running
prior to Vision 2016. Since that time,
the Master of Arts in Religious Studies program has been discontinued,
and the Master of Environmental
Studies is currently not recruiting
additional students. Habecker said
Taylor is reconsidering what the role
of graduate education should be, but
that having more students in fewer
programs rather than more programs
could be a viable goal.
Aupperle’s report said six of the 10
planned centers of excellence are up
and running. The Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence is established and nearing full endowment.
The Center for Scripture Engagement
is partially endowed and still developing. Centers focusing on missions
computing, ethics, C.S. Lewis and
faith, film and media remain in “exploratory” phases.
Of the possible global centres Vision 2016 conceived, only programs in
Vision Continued on page 2
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Though recent graduates have been coming
to Homecoming unofficially for years, this
will be the first time they will have an official
reunion set aside for them.
Zero Year Reunion
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
House GOP to propose a shortterm debt ceiling proposal
www.cnn.com

Ex-Detroit mayor gets 28 years in
prison for corruption
www.reuters.com

Ariel Castro’s Jail Suicide May Have
Been Autoerotic Asphyxiation
www.abcnews.go.com

Libyan premier Ali Zeidan released
after being kidnapped by militia
www.washingtonpost.com

Vision continued from page 1

The final goal of Vision 2016 was
a collection of new buildings and
renovations, according to the Campus Master Plan. Euler, Breuninger,
Campbell, Wolgemuth, upgrades to
the football stadium and other athletic facilities and substantial landscaping and building renovations were all
completed as part of the plan.
When the new Campus Center
opens, as early as 2016, it could stand
out as the final accomplishment of
Vision 2016 before Strategic Directions 2026 comes into play.
What’s next?
In considering the ways Taylor fell
short of the Vision 2016 goals, it’s
helpful to remember the plan, as Aupperle pointed out, was “shared with
the campus community as a possible vision to be pursued, not necessarily as a set of firm outcomes to be
accomplished.”Unforeseen circumstances like the recession, the closing of the Taylor Fort Wayne campus
and the van accident of 2006, among
other challenges, forced Taylor to revise its plans along the way.
“Will we complete everything?
Photograph by University Archives
Probably not—that’s a fair assumpPresident Habecker presents Vision 2016 at his inauguration in April 2006
tion,” Habecker said of Vision 2016’s
goals. “But I think all of us have a
Ireland and Ecuador are fully estabThe third goal Aupperle document- aggressive,” Habecker said of the en- sense of gratitude to what the Lord
lished. Habecker said a study to ex- ed was increasing undergraduate en- rollment target, noting the econom- has provided thus far and, God-willplore the next steps in starting global rollment at Taylor to 2,400 students ic recession of 2008 and 2009 as one ing, will continue to provide as we
centers is under way and will be com- by 2016, about 500 more than there reason for the smaller-than-antici- move into the future.”
pleted in the next two years.
are currently.
pated growth.
“I think we were probably a little bit
Physical improvements to campus
Increased enrollment

Feds will let states pay to
reopen national parks
www.hosted.ap.org

ONLINE
TEASERS
Alumni discuss
Choros roots

Heard about Choros during Sex and
the Cornfields and want to know how
it started? We have the story about two
alumni who made it happen. Today

Remembering
Gettysburg

Hartford City’s annual Civil War Days
event reenacts critical moments of the
war, remembering the battle of Gettysburg
and honoring the soldiers. Find out more
about the weekend event here. Today

Optimized blogging

Ever wonder why your blog isn’t getting
very many hits? Maybe it’s because Google
isn’t ranking it. Science & Tech tells you
how to maximize viewership by using
blogging strategically. Tuesday

VIDEO: Time in a box

The Echo will take you back to the class of
1988 next week in its second ever video feature.
Open up a time capsule and take a peek at
Taylor’s past through the eyes of the people that
remember what it was over three decades ago.

Zero year reunion

Breuninger Hall
dedication
Family and faculty
gather to remember
Ruth Ann Breuninger
Ronni Meier

speaking. Students and faculty are
invited to come.
Giving the Tribute is Breuninger’s
student and life-long friend Faye
Chechowich, dean of faculty development and professor of Christian
Contributor
educational ministries.
A dedication service will be held
“She was a bigger-than-life kind
this afternoon to commemorate the of person who was a gifted ministry
life of Ruth Ann Breuninger, in the practitioner,” Chechowich said. “She
Rauch Family Plaza in front of Bre- led large church bodies and initiatuninger Hall.
ed the Taylor Lighthouse program,
“This building was built with a lot of which more than 2,000 people have
intentionality,” said Debby Cheruiyot participated in. She was amazing at
Bii, Breuninger Hall Director. “It isn’t investing in people.” Before and afjust a new dorm. A lot of people were ter the service, Breuninger Hall will
invested in the making and collabora- have an open house hour, along with
tion of this building. I think it is what a reception in the Legacy ’64 ComDr. Ruth Ann Breuninger would have mons in Euler. “This event puts signifhoped for.”
icance to what Ruth Ann did at Taylor,”
Cheruiyot Bii said. “I hope it sparks a
desire in students to live like she did,
“She was a bigger-than-life
giving a lifestyle of service.”

Last year’s graduates
have their own reunion
at Homecoming
Nathan Sturgis
Copy Editor

Graduates from last May are invited
to return to campus for the “0 Year
Reunion” cookout tomorrow during
Homecoming.
Though recent graduates have been
coming to Homecoming unofficially for years, this will be the first time
they will have an official reunion set
aside for them.
“It was something the Alumni Office
considered last year when focusing
on young alumni and what we do to
connect and engage them those first
few years out,” said Jessica Cuthbert,
the Interim Director of Alumni Relations, and organizer for the 0 Year
Reunion. Cuthbert defined “young
alumni” as graduates from the past
kind of person who was a
10 to 12 years.
The dedication will take place toDuring those considerations, they
gifted ministry practitioner,”
day at 3:30 p.m. in the Breuninger noticed a trend of recent graduates
Hall Atrium.
returning for Homecoming just three
Members of the board and famor four months after they graduated.
“A lot of that is because they are still
ily members of Breuninger will be
connected to Taylor’s community due
to the emphasis on class integration,”
Cuthbert said. “They are especially well-connected to the senior and
the junior classes.”
Alumni Relations decided to give
them their own space at Homecoming as a way for them to reconnect
and fellowship with each other.
“Homecoming (provides a) great
space for alumni to reconnect with
what’s happening on Taylor’s campus,”

Photograph provided by Taylor University Facebook Page

2013 graduates Taryn Dunton and Esther Neel

Cuthbert said.
Alumni Relations asked alumni
D’Andre Coats (’13) and Hailey Novak (’13) to be the alumni hosts for
the cookout.
“I love the idea that Taylor celebrates graduates, even the ones who
literally left this community mere
months ago,” Coats said. “I’m also
excited to see friends and reconnect
with the community in which I’ve
made over the last four years. It will
be great to come together at Breuninger, which many of the recent graduates haven’t seen in its completion.”
He’s not the only one who’s excited to reconnect with friends. Drew
Neuenschwander, who also graduated in May, can’t wait to meet up
with old friends who are returning
for Homecoming.
“The idea of a zero-year reunion
may seem a little silly at first, but
when it’s for a school like Taylor, you

really can’t say no . . . Even though
I’ve only known these friends for four
years, they’ve shaped me more than
most of the people who’ve known
me my whole life. Though we’ve only
been apart for a short time, I’m extremely eager to see everyone on Saturday,” Neuenschwander said.
The reunion for recent graduates
will test what might draw young
alumni to Homecoming. Cuthbert is
optimistic about the reunion’s attendance, but acknowledges not all of
the returning graduates will attend.
“We recognize that during your
time at Taylor, you make many different connections. You have certain
faculty and staff, group of friends or
activity that you identify with, so we
want to encourage that as well,” Cuthbert said.
The 0 Year Reunion will take place
tomorrow on the Breuninger Hall patio at 12 p.m.

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

BREUNINGER HALL
DEDICATION, 3:30 - 5
p.m. Breu Plaza

HOMECOMING
FOOTBALL GAME VS.
CONCORDIA, 1 - 3 p.m,
Trojan Stadium

OPEN LAP
SWIMMING, 2-5 p.m.
EAW Lap Pool

SONS OF KORAH
CONCERT, 4 - 5 p.m.,
Student Union

PILATES, 6 - 7 a.m.
KSAC Aerobics Room

ONE VERSE CHAPEL,
10 a.m., Rediger Chapel
Auditorium

FALL BREAK BEGINS
AFTER LAST CLASS.

WORLD & NATIONAL

“Our (Somalia and the United States’)
co-operation with international
partners on fighting against the
terrorism is not a secret.”
Navy SEAL raids in Africa result in
capture, failure

TheEchoNews.com

THE BIGGER PICTURE
So much happens outside Taylor,
but what does any of it have to do
with you? The world can seem like
an overwhelming web of stories, and
this column will help you find your
place inside it. Sit down with me as we
explore the bridges that connect us to
the rest of the world.

The value
of costly
education
Abigail Pollock

World/National Editor

Many of us, as American college students, can’t even drag ourselves out
of bed to attend classes and study for
exams. We complain constantly about
stress, community rules and the burden of tuition and student loans. But
for students in Nigeria, education
could cost them their very lives.
As many as 50 college students were
shot and killed in Nigeria at the end
of last month. The attack was carried
out at night by masked men, believed
to be members of Boko Haram. Boko
Haram is a militant group advocating
for the formation of an Islamic state.
Their name can be literally translated
to mean “Western Education is Forbidden.” An estimated 3,600 Nigerians
have been killed in targeted attacks
on schools and churches since 2009,
and in response, thousands of parents
have withdrawn their children from
educational institutions.
However, not all Nigerian students
remain at home. Even students who
have survived previous terror attacks sometimes choose to return to
college, despite the risk of injury or
death.
What drives students such as these
to pursue education at such risk and
cost to themselves?
Education is not simply about the
individual.
Education is a necessary factor
for raising the standard of living in
developing and developed nations.
For example, one additional year of
schooling increases an individual’s
earnings by up to 10 percent, according to UNESCO. The U.N. also cites
peace and stability as primary outcomes of high education levels.
Nigerian college graduates hope
not only for jobs, but for the chance to
use their education to invest back into
their communities. This may mean
supporting extended family members
financially or starting a business in
their hometown. Regardless, they expect their education to have impact
far beyond personal success. Students
in many countries see themselves as
participating in a greater cause, and
they may be more willing to take risks
for the benefit of the whole community to which they belong.
Scrutiny of the current educational system in the United States paints
a different picture. Major life decisions are hyper-individualized, and
college is marketed as preparation for
the benefit of individual students. The
entire educational system caters to
our perceived needs and preferences, as we design future plans to best
fit our personal interests.
Most of us did not enter the university with an urgent need to stop the
poverty cycle or bring dramatic social change to our home community. In fact, upon entering college, very
few of us are urged to think about the
home communities we came from, or
our place in addressing the needs and
vision of those communities. Many
students don’t even have a strong
sense of belonging outside of college
and do not intend to return to the
places they grew up.
This autonomy is not necessarily
negative. But if we are disconnected
from the social issues that education
is meant to address, we have perhaps
lost something important.
How do we understand the value of our education? Would we remain at college, if doing so placed
our lives in danger? Taylor graduates
are among the privileged 33 percent
of Americans in their 20s who have a
bachelor’s degree. As such, we have
the opportunity to look beyond ourselves as we participate in social and
economic spheres, exercise our civil
rights, and work for the well being of
our communities.
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Voices of protest
Demonstrations turn
violent as citizens across
the globe protest economic
and political issues
Abigail Pollock

World/National Editor

The past week has seen a great deal
of social instability. From Brazil to
Egypt, citizens have massed to protest economic and political issues.
Too often, these protests have turned
violent, resulting in the injury and
death of citizens at the hands of their
governments.

Brazil
In Brazil last week, two sets of protesters with very different identities
and goals showed up on the streets
of Rio, Sao Paulo and Brasilia. The
first group of protesters were Indians from Brazilian tribes across the
country, thousands of whom donned
ceremonial dress to march through
city centers, according to the Indian
Country Today media network.
The Indians were part of a four-day
mobilization effort drawing attention
to the issue of indigenous territories,
and their desire for autonomy from

the government in the use and jurisdiction of ancestral lands. Francinara
Bare, one of the coordinators of the
march, spoke out for their cause.
“All of the constitutional rights of
indigenous people are threatened,
our collective rights to sacred lands
and the policies governing natural resources,” Bare said.
The second group of Brazilian
protesters was comprised of 10,000
teachers who clashed with the police
in the latest of a series of demands for
wage increase. The marches, which
began peacefully, became riots on the
nights of Oct. 1-2, according to BBC.
Blame for the sudden violence has
been placed on masked men, named
as “black bloc” anarchists, who sabotaged the protests as a vehicle for
their own strike against the government. Banks and buses were attacked
and set alight, and the riot police responded with tear gas. The teachers
have been on strike for 46 days, with
no end in sight.

Egypt
In Egypt, at least 51 people were
killed in protest clashes on Oct 6,
according to Reuters. The political
demonstrations involved both opponents and supporters of deposed

president Mohamad Mursi, the
democratically-elected President
and member of the Muslim Brotherhood who was ousted by the Egyptians military last July. Since then, the
army has crushed pro-Mursi protests,
arrested many of the leaders of the
Brotherhood, and declared a state of
emergency in Egypt.
Egyptian authorities warned that
anyone protesting against the army
would be regarded as “an agent of foreign powers, not an activist,” according to Reuters. Since then, security
forces have been accused on multiple occasions of firing into crowds.
Army chief General Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi, the man who toppled Mursi,
has promised a new round of free and
fair elections for Egypt. However, the
Muslim Brotherhood rejects any political action by the military as illegitimate, and army leaders fear the rise of
militant Islamic factions during this
political interim. A Sinai-based militant group inspired by al-Qaida has
already claimed an attempt to kill the
interior minister in a suicide bombing
in Cairo last month.

Sudan
An estimated 200 Sudanese citizens were killed by government forces

in deadly protests last month, according to Al Jazeera. Observers noted the
protests were spontaneous, arising
from government policy to cut petrol
subsidies, driving pump prices up by
more than 60 percent. Thousands of
Sudanese citizens took to the streets
for economic reform, while more extreme factions have begun to call for
the downfall of the regime.
Sudan’s President Omar al-Bashir
has claimed the protests were a result of a conspiracy to overturn his
regime, but the unrest of Sudanese
citizens can be understood in light of
political instability and an economic
crisis which has been building ever
since South Sudan formed two years
ago, taking most Sudan’s oil production with it.

China
A Tibetan villager was detained for
refusing orders to display China’s national flag on Oct. 1, the National Day
celebrating the People’s Republic of
China and the reign of the Communist Party. When Tibetan residents
responded in protest, Chinese police
fired tear gas and bullets into the
crowd, injuring dozens, according to
Al Jazeera America.

A R O U N D

THE WORLD
Egypt: At least 51 Egyptians
have died in political protests
regarding the military ousting of
democratically elected, Muslim
Brotherhood member President
Mursi last July.

Chinese police wounded dozens after firing into crowds of
protesting Tibetans, regarding
issues surrounding China’s
National Day celebrations.

Sudan: Two hundred Sudanese
citizens have been killed in the
last month while protesting the
cut of petrol subsidies and the
regime of President Bashir.

Brazil: Indigenous
peoples and Brazilian
teachers both took to
the streets last week to
call for governmental
reform.

All photographs by Associated Press

Protests taking place around the world

Navy SEAL raids in Africa result in capture, failure
SEAL teams capture
suspected terrorist in
Libya, are forced to
withdraw in Somalia
Patrick Neer
Contributor

U.S. Navy SEALs seized Nazih Abdul-Hamed al-Ruqai from Libya last
Thursday.
Al-Ruqai, also known as Anas al-Liby, is an Al-Qaida operative allegedly responsible for the 1998 bombings
of U.S. embassies in Tanzania and
Kenya. His attacks killed 224 civilians, according to Al Jazeera. Al-Liby
was seized outside his home following dawn prayers. U.S. Department of
Defense Press Secretary George Little
announced in a statement that al-Liby was being held in a “secure location outside of Libya.”
Libya’s government has released
statements indicating that they were
not informed of the U.S. operation to
capture al-Liby.
“The Libyan government is following the news of the kidnapping of a
Libyan citizen who is wanted by U.S.
authorities. The Libyan government
has contacted U.S. authorities to ask
them to provide an explanation,”
Prime Minister Ali Zeidan said.
Anas al-Liby’s capture brings an
end to a nearly 15-year manhunt for
the alleged terrorist. The U.S. State
Department had offered a $5 million
reward for any information regarding al-Liby, who had been on the FBI’s
most-wanted list since the bombings.
His capture opens a path to trial in
the U.S. against Libya’s preference, Al
Jazeera reported.
The Libyan operation comes as

a piece of a larger assault against
high-priority terror targets in Africa, including a recent operation in
Somalia.
In Somalia, members of the armed
group Al-Shabab were woken before
dawn to the sounds of gunfire as U.S.
Navy SEALs raided their compound,
Al Jazeera reported. According to U.S.
officials, the raid targeted “high-profile” members of the group, which
claimed responsibility for the attack
on the Westgate Mall last month in
Kenya.
The raid took place in the early
morning hours of Oct. 6, with U.S.
forces failing to take any Al-Shabab
leaders into custody. According to
reports shared with NBC, the SEALs
were forced to withdraw because
they met with stiff resistance from
Al-Shabab members and found children intermingled with the militants.
Unwilling to risk civilian and SEAL casualties, the team withdrew without
completing their mission.
Al-Shabab spokesman Sheikh Abdiasis Abu Musab confirmed that the
raid had failed to capture any of the
group’s senior members.
“Ordinary fighters lived in the
house and they bravely counter-attacked and chased off the attackers,”
he said in an interview with Reuters.
In contrast to the Libyan raid, Somalia was in full cooperation with the
U.S. as the assault was planned.
“Our (Somalia and the United
States’) co-operation with international partners on fighting against
the terrorism is not a secret . . . Our
interest is to get a peaceful Somalia
and free from terrorism and problems,” said Somali Prime Minister
Abdi Farah Shirdo.
Secretary of State John Kerry

expressed satisfaction with the SEAL
missions, despite the failure in Somalia. Kerry addressed the issue of terror
and U.S. retaliation in a visit to Indonesia, according to Reuters.

“We hope this makes clear that the
United States of America will never
stop in its effort to hold those accountable who conduct acts of terror,” Kerry said.

Photograph by Associated Press

Al-Shabab fighters perform military exercises on the outskirts of Mogadishu, Somalia.

Second
Fiddle

Open for
shopping
Saturdays
10:00 - 3:00
Tammy Neel
182 Grant St., Upland
765.499.0915

Handmade
linens from
vintage fabrics
& notions.

One block east of Subway.
Use south side door of white
house, park in north parking
lot of Upland UMC.

Proceeds support
The Red Barn.
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“(We) wouldn’t miss the unearthing of the time
capsule for all the tea in China.”
Class of 1988 to open time capsule
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Class of 1988 to open time capsule

Tomorrow an unearthed
time capsule will take the
class of 1988 back in time
Gracie Fairfax

senior year at Taylor, class president
His fellow class officers liked his that would be buried underneath
Jamey Schmitz (’88) began thinking of idea, but they lacked funding. The the round concrete slab that Circle
an idea for a class gift, inspired by the project would cost $2,000. So they Park ’88, the name we gave to our
class gifts of the classes of ’31 and ’38. raised money for their senior gift class project, would be built upon,”
“The class of ’31 literally laid the through a senior dinner and movie Schmitz said.
floor of the gymnasium and the guys called “Evening of Elegance.”
The members of the class of ’88 gave
Staff Writer
in the class of ’38 laid a sidewalk for
“Think high school prom but with gifts of $5 or more towards the class
Buried beneath eight inches of con- Morris Hall while the girls served lem- no dancing and a movie instead gift and were allowed to place one
crete in front of Helena Memorial onade,” Schmitz said in an Echo arti- . . . We decorated the Hodson Din- item into the time capsule in return.
Hall lies a nostalgic treasure—a place cle published in 1988.
ing Commons much like you would
The capsule contains letters, phowhere time stands still.
He, too, wanted his class to leave imagine a high school prom would tos, newspaper clipping, books, casAbout 25 years ago, 100 members a legacy.
be decorated, everyone dressed up to sette tapes, VHS tapes and trinkets
of the Taylor University class of 1988
He noticed that there were not the hilt, and after dinner we watched of all types. President Emeritus Jay L.
buried mementos of their college very many benches on campus for Walt Disney’s Cinderella in the Redi- Kesler placed his own memorabilia,
a Bible, inside the capsule, according
years. This Saturday, during home- students and small classes to sit on ger Auditorium,” Schmitz said.
coming weekend, the capsule will be for conversing. This observation led
However, this only raised half of the to Schmitz.
In a few weeks, select items from
unearthed for the first time since its to the proposal for a circle of bench- money needed to fund Circle Park.
es facing each other that would be
“After praying about how to raise the time capsule will be put on disoriginal burial.
The event will take place at 4:45 called Circle Park, which rests outside the other $1,000 we needed, a few play in the Taylor University Archives
p.m. in front of Helena Memorial of Helena Memorial Hall, next to the days later I came up with the idea for all to see.
Hall. Present at the unveiling will be President’s and Admissions offices.
of selling off space in a time capsule
In 1988, the idea was that the time
members of the class
of 1988. However, they
welcome all members
of the Taylor community to join them for
this unique event in
the life of the university. The brief ceremony
will include a welcome and a prayer followed by the moment
of truth when the capsule will be unearthed.
“(We) wouldn’t miss
the unearthing of the
time capsule for all
the tea in China,” said
Jay and Janie Kesler,
President and First
Lady Emeritus of Taylor University.
The 64-cubic-foot
concrete vault has a
solid steel lid and contains the items sealed
in a waterproof bag.
The class of 1988 will unearth their class capsule for the first time
In the fall of his

October 11, 2013

capsule would be opened at the class
of ’88’s reunions (25th, 50th, 60th,
70th) during Taylor Homecoming, according to Taylor University’s President Emeritus Jay L. Kesler.
While the original intent of the
time capsule was to raise money for
the class gift, it now serves as an incentive for the class of ’88 to return
for their milestone reunions. Each
time the capsule is dug up, they take
out the items that are in the capsule
and will have an opportunity to place
something back into the time capsule
until it is time to reopen it at the next
milestone reunion.
President Eugene Habecker of Taylor University recently approved a
change to the future purpose of the
time capsule. Instead of the class of
1988 exclusively putting items back
into the time capsule until their 50th
reunion, the class of 1988 is inviting anyone in the Taylor University constituency to place items into
the time capsule until it is reopened. This
includes current students, alumni, faculty,
administration, staff
and any resident of the
Upland community.
Anyone who wants
to contribute has until Homecoming Weekend 2014 to submit his
or her items to the
Office of Alumni Relations. In one year,
during Homecoming
Weekend 2014, the capsule will be reburied.
This idea, presented by the class of 1988,
now serves as a symbol that brings generations of past, present
and future Taylor students together for a
common purpose—
to remember.
Photograph by Luke Lines

from where they buried it 25 years ago in front of Helena Memorial Hall.
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Faculty facts: Josh Welker
Gracie Fairfax
Staff Writer

Josh Welker in in his fourth year of
teaching at Taylor as an assistant professor of art. He is a husband, father
and teacher who simply loves what
he does and is following God’s direction for his life.
Echo: What classes do you teach?
Josh: I teach sculpture, 3-D design,
ceramics (the wheel throwing component) and Thesis Two (a professional developments class where we look
at artists’ residencies and resumes
and how to survive in the world as
an artist). I also teach an advanced
studio class, which is what it sounds
like—trying to further and support
the workings of a studio artist.
How did you end up teaching
at Taylor?
I graduated from UT Austin in ’09,
and after graduating my wife and I
had no idea what to do. We had our
first boy in Austin when my wife was
almost finished with her undergrad
degree. We ended up moving back to
St. Louis where both of us are from;
we lived there for a while. One of my
buddies is a chef in St. Louis and he
recommended me to be a general
manager for a restaurant that was
just opening. I helped them with
things such as getting their menu put
together—I had worked in management in coffee shops before, as any
normal artist would. After six months,
they informed me that they could not
afford to pay me any longer unless I
was okay with making eight dollars
an hour. They had to essentially let
go of almost all of the staff which I
had helped hire. I could keep my position, but I would have to go down to
40 grand a year. So I said “see ya later!”
I wanted to be teaching art anyways. It just took me a while to realize
what I wanted to do. I was applying
for adjunct positions all around St.

Louis and found Taylor on a CAA (College Art Association) website and had
never heard of the school before. So
I told Michelle (my wife), “There’s a
school in Indiana; it’s a Christian liberal arts university” and I had gone to
seminary before going to UT so I was
always very unsure of teaching at a
Christian institution for art, because
I didn’t like most of the Christian art
that had been made. So I thought that
if I taught at one, I would have to support all of the art that I had always
disdained. But I looked into it and
sent my resume and portfolio to Jonathan Bouw. I got an email from him
about a week later and he was interviewing me via Skype about a week after that. I found out about it in March
and my wife and I were here for one of
the last days of class that year.
What do you love the most
about teaching?
The fact that every person is so entirely different and you have to get to
know everybody so thoroughly to be
able to speak into their lives. I think I
enjoyed that most—getting to know
people very well and then getting to
speak into their lives with varying degrees of success.
What do you like the most
about Taylor?
I am more and more a fan of what
Taylor is trying to do—the type of
student that Taylor is trying to . . .
produce. A full body, full spirit, a complete person who loves all aspects and
admires all aspects of life. I’m completely behind that and I think it’s really rare. In short, I’m behind Taylor’s
Christian liberal arts education.
What is your least favorite part
about Taylor?
That teachers don’t get to eat at the
DC for free.
If you weren’t an art professor,
what would you see yourself doing?
Probably doing security at an art
museum or digging ditches.

Tell us about your family.
My wife Michelle is from St. Louis and she studied English as an undergrad—she focused her analytical
skills on James Joyce, but very much
had a passion for people and ultimately hopes to go into counseling
or social work. We have three boys.
We have Eden, who just turned one,
Charlie who is three and Frederick
who is six. We have three boys and
I don’t really know how to explain
them. They’re athletic and very intense all of the time. We do our best
to survive.

Do you find yourself aching for advice
for your first-world problems? Are you
losing sleep over annoying problems
that keep turning up day after day?

NEVER TRUST

DC RECIPE WEEK
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Intelligent, informed investing.
Award-winning performance.
Get started at TIAA.org/award.

Josh Welker
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ASK ANGELINA.
Send questions to:
lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com

by YOU

Watermelon sparkler

BEST OVERALL
LARGE FUND
COMPANY
The Lipper Award
is based on a review
of 36 companies’
2012 risk-adjusted
performance.

Bull markets tempt investors with short-term
gains. At TIAA-CREF, we invest wisely, for the
long haul. It’s earned us the 2013 Lipper Award
for Best Overall Large Fund Company. That’s
how we deliver Outcomes That Matter.

What has God taught you the
most throughout your time here
at Taylor?
One of the things that my wife and I
talk about—one of the continual challenges of living in a community like
Upland and like Taylor—is the very
tight familial aspect of it. I think that
we’re learning over and over again to
not be suspicious and to believe the
best in people. We’re learning to love
without questioning and to continually push into people, regardless of
what you hear about things, because
you hear so much. It is a huge family.
What do you wish you had known
in college? What advice would you
give to Taylor students?
Sleeping is underrated.

The Lipper award is given to the group with the lowest
average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent Return
for eligible funds over the three-year period ended
11/30/12. TIAA-CREF was ranked against 36 fund
companies with at least five equity, five bond, or three
mixed-asset portfolios.

Looking for a refreshing drink to go with your marvelous DC
Email your inventions to
meal? Mix together sierra mist and lemonade to your preferred
ratio. Grab some watermelon from the fruit line. Cut it up in lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com
squares and add to your drink. Smash the watermelon with a
fork to fuse all the flavors together. Enjoy your drink make-over!

FRIDAY

ASK

ANGELINA

Dear Angelina, yesterday a guy hit
me with a frisbee and then asked
me on a pick-a-date. What should
I do?
You should say yes. Say yes, and
make him pay. He hit you. That
definitely means he has to buy
everything: the meal, the activity
and the gas. So enjoy it and order
a dessert while you’re at it. Maybe
even two.
Pick-a-dates are the joy of most
Taylor students, and being asked
on one definitely has its perks.
Now, you might want to do some
research first and see if this person is worthy of your time. Just because he injured you doesn’t mean
he deserves your time. But let’s be
honest, most pick-a-dates are a lot
of fun and going on one for free is
even better!
It is an unspoken rule in the
male community that a guy who
hits a girl while frolfing ( frisbee
golfing) has to ask that girl out.
And yes, chances could be he’s
crossing his fingers that you say
no. But there’s always the possibility that he aimed for you and
hit his target. Love could be right
around the corner of your “yes.”
Either way, you win—so indulge
him.
And boys, beware. Female frolfing just might become a trend. Fall
pick-a-dates are breeding ground
for romance and those girls are
scouring the male population. If
you see a girl on a man hunt, run
for your life.
So boys and girls, let’s be a little
more careful when we’re out running, walking or riding our bicycle. Don’t become the next victim.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Heather Stevens @HeatherStevens
One of my favorite parts of
#SexandtheCornfields is how every
speaker makes sure to emphasize
that it is AND not IN the corn.
#tayloru

Echograms #TaylorU

Callie Haven @callie93noelle
We’ve heard a lot about sex
this week but... when do we
get to hear about cornfields?
#sexANDthecornfields #TaylorU

TIAA-CREF mutual funds have achieved high rankings over
various asset classes and market cycles. The 2012
Lipper/Barron’s overall ranking was determined by weighting
five fund categories in proportion to their overall importance
within Lipper’s fund universe. TIAA-CREF’s overall ranking
was 10th out of 62 mutual fund families for one-year
performance, and 29th out of 53 mutual fund families
for five-year performance. TIAA-CREF did not qualify for
the 10-year ranking. Past performance does not guarantee
future results.

Celeste Harris @celestehillary
Ladies and gents,
@GordonEHelmke just let out his
inner black woman for all to see.
#thebestof #tayloru
Sarah Sipe @sar_sipe12
Welcome to #TaylorU, where the
corn stalks outside the chapel
have nothing to do with fall and
everything to do with sexuality
#SatC

Consider investment objectives, risks,
charges and expenses carefully before
investing. Go to www.tiaa-cref.org for
product and fund prospectuses that
contain this and other information.
Read carefully before investing.

Chris Chang @CChang65
Are my biceps for The Lord? I’ve
always been taught to curl for the
girls? #swollproblems #tayloru
#taylorchapel

TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, and
Teachers Personal Investors Services Inc. ©2013 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association – College Retirement
Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York,
NY, 10017. C11806A

vannahmarie07: “Uhm... #tayloru

annamedearis: “The best kind of nights. #tayloru #postcollegelife”

Keith Cantrell @KeithCantrell93
I officially have a ‘Taylor Mom’
now...she bought her first Polar
Pop! #loveatfirstsip #TaylorU

A&E

“My hope is that people would read this book
and say, “You know what, every single thing
that Jesus taught, 2,100 years ago, and every
single thing that he did 2,100 years ago could
be done today.”
‘Jesus in the 9 to 5’: an interview with Dennis
Hensley
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First art component of Sex and the Cornfields a success
An art exhibit and a
panel discussion added a
refreshing point of view
to the annual event
Erin Fuhr

A&E Co-Editor

“Holy moly, I was not expecting this
kind of turnout.”
Heather Stringer, one of the two
speakers for Sex and the Cornfields
this week, addressed the large crowd
of Taylor students that filled the second floor of Breuninger Hall for the
art show and panel that took place
on Monday night.
For the first time, the Residence Life
Programming Committee introduced
an art component to the Sex and the
Cornfields week at Taylor, and it was
a huge success. Approximately 400
students came through the Breuninger Hall doors to see the art pieces on display in the second and third
floor lobbies and to hear a panel discussion about sexuality and art. The
event featured the work of 10 different
artists of various mediums. Stringer
led the panel, which was comprised of
three artists: Rebecca Hartman, Josh

Welker and Dan Bowman.
Stringer, as well as being an influential speaker this week, was responsible for adding the art exhibit
component to the Sex and the Cornfields week.
“The body had become really important to me and how unengaged it
can be, especially within evangelicalism, and so I thought it would be really cool to create some sort of gala
event where people went through a
sequence of experiencing the body .
. . it was incredibly moving,” Stringer said.
Stringer had received a $10,000 art
grant to work with, so knowing that
she was going to be involved with
Sex and the Cornfields week, Stringer wanted to incorporate another way
to communicate the important messages from the week.
“It seemed like another way of not
just using language to try and communicate,” Stringer explained. “It’s
like, if we only use words we’re going
to miss the more visceral, the more
instinctive, the more creative way of
engaging the body. And that was kind
of the hope, was that we could find
another angle or form of communication that isn’t just oration.”

Stringer was responsible for deciding what artwork would be in the
show, but she decided to make the art
exhibit a nonexclusive one.
“I decided just to accept it all . . . I
think that part of it was that I didn’t
want to create a who’s-in-who’s-out
mentality, because I think the point
was, are you engaging the body? And
if you are, I want to hear about it, even
if it’s still unformed. I think it’s good
to see everyone’s different process of
where they’re at, whether it’s sexually
or just bodily. If it was an honest expression, then you’re in.”
During the panel portion of the
event, the artists brought up many
thoughts and questions about sexuality and art. Taylor art professor Josh
Welker addressed the importance of
being open and not suppressing honest stories. “We just need to tell those
stories, and be honest; if we’re pursuing truth, I don’t see how that could
be a bad thing, if we’re pursuing truth
and we’re in earnest. These are stories
that need to be told.”
The artists also tackled issues involving the body in the creative processes. Stringer asked the panel, “In
your creative process, how do you
engage your body? And not just your

body, but just the body in general? If
not, why, and if so, can you share a little bit about that process?”
This question resulted in many different viewpoints and got students
asking questions to the panel.
Sophomore graphic design major
Lauren Bergman voiced her thoughts
on the night.
“It wasn’t entirely what I expected,”
she said. “I knew it was an art show,
but I wasn’t expecting it to be so
strictly focused on art, but I thought
it was a really good thing, especially

dealing with how Christians see art,
especially with nudes.”
After the extensive preparation and
thought that went into putting on this
art-focused portion of Sex and the
Cornfields, Stringer thought the event
successfully reached the students.
“I think people who were a little
skeptical, a little scared to engage the
body in a more intimate way, found
it to be a great platform for conversations for how they dealt with their
body, how they’ve been harmed, how
they celebrate their bodies.”

Photograph by Luke Lines.

Students use color to express body image during Monday’s art exhibit.

G R AV I T Y
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Movie still by Warner Bros.

Like space itself, ‘Gravity’ is breathtaking
New space drama an
immersive visual experience
David Seaman
A&E Co-Editor

Life is impossible in space. There is
no gravity, no oxygen, no food, water or sustenance. No sound. It is
cold and barren, with stars seeming so close together but in reality so
far apart. Everything is distant. Now
imagine a person, alone, in such an

environment.
How can a person survive in such
a place?
Ryan Stone (Sandra Bullock) is a
rookie astronaut on her first shuttle
mission with veteran Matt Kowalski
(George Clooney). When debris destroys their shuttle, Ryan and Matt
are stranded in space with no link to
Earth. As events continue to spin out
of control, Ryan is forced to confront
the terrifying vastness of the universe as she desperately tries to find
a way home.
The premise may seem simple, but
“Gravity” is anything but boring. Ryan’s journey to find a way back to
Earth is one of the most suspenseful experiences a viewer can have in
a movie theater this year. Space may

be huge, but “Gravity” makes it feel
claustrophobic, limited in an unlimited universe. Ryan is confronted with one of humankind’s greatest
fears, being alone . . . and the audience
is right there with her. It’s terrifying.
Director Alfonso Cuaron recognizes
this fear and uses it to his advantage,
alternating long single establishing
shots (the first scene is 17 minutes uncut) with smaller cuts to maximize
the intensity.
Visually the film is a masterpiece
and raises the bar for cinema. Space
has never looked so real, which is
even more impressive considering
the film is almost entirely shot with
a CGI background. Visual effects and
Cuaron’s post-production use of 3-D
creates an immersive experience like

no other. We are there with Ryan—
and then we are not. One moment
we are inside her helmet, gasping at
last breaths of air and surveying dead
space, and the next we are outside
looking at a small human in a massive universe.
The acting keeps “Gravity” from becoming too abstract, though it isn’t
trying to be a philosophical art film.
Cuaron’s smarter than that; he knows
that most audiences relate to the idea
of human resilience in the face of isolation and despair. Sandra Bullock
portrays Ryan as a realistic astronaut
who combines heroic determination
with a sense of fear and vulnerability
that makes us care for her. It’s Bullock’s best work in quite a while, and
it would be a shame if the Academy

Awards didn’t offer her a nomination.
George Clooney is also very good in
his limited role, relieving the tension
at key moments.
That said, the film isn’t flawless.
The symbolism is heavy-handed at
points, and there are some leaps in
logic. But those mishaps are minor
compared to the elements that make
up the remainder of the film. A welltold story with expert visual filmmaking—this is a combination that is rare
today in an industry that favors one
aspect over the other.
With master cinematography, a
constant sense of awe and dread and
a vulnerable performance by Sandra
Bullock, “Gravity” is a near-transcendent experience. I highly recommend
seeing it in IMAX 3-D for the full effect. However, be careful finding your
footing when the credits roll; you may
have to relearn how to walk again.

‘Jesus in the 9 to 5’: an interview with Dennis Hensley
The Son of God is a 21stcentury worker in Professional
Writing professor’s new book
Hannah Schaefer
Contributor

What would you do if you worked
for the Son of God? That’s what professional writing professor Dennis E.
Hensley asked himself 20 years ago,
and the question led to his newest
book “Jesus in the 9 to 5.” The Echo
met with the author to hear his insights on what he discovered during
the writing process.
Echo: What inspired you to write
this book?
Hensley: I have been working on
“Jesus in the 9 to 5” for more than two

years. It’s my 54th book, and it’s different from anything I’ve ever done.
I am known as a motivational speaker and writer, so they look for me to
write books like that. But I wanted to
do one from a totally Christian perspective about what [the] New Testament says about the quality of work
that we do and redeeming our time.
Echo: Did you find a way to do this?
H: I thought, “Okay, now how would
I do that?” And as I tried to wrestle
with that, I came up with the idea of
doing a little story and then add some
notes for teaching, but it didn’t work.
Finally, I decided, “No, this has to be a
novella almost all by itself.” So I started writing these vignettes, fictional vignettes, in which Jesus Christ himself
was running a company in the 21st
century. Of course in the furniture

industry, he’s a carpenter.
Echo: How did you choose to present Jesus the way you did?
H: I wanted to present Jesus as a
person with wit. In that opening vignette, I tried to set that up in a couple ways. At one point Peter says,
“Who sent you?” and he says, “We’ll
talk about that someday maybe,”
thinking that this is so far beyond Peter. But the reader is going to think, “I
know what’s going on there!”
Echo: What problems did you have
to deal with writing the book?
H: It took me two years to really get the book the way I wanted it.
And when I tried to market it, people didn’t know what it was! Finally,
one night I said to my wife, “Nine publishers have turned this thing down.
Either I’m not a writer anymore, or I
don’t know how to judge material. I
don’t know what’s going on.” And she
said, “I think that’s your problem . . .
So many publishing houses are swallowing the little publishers out and
are being run by business people.
You need to talk with someone who
is an editor and who is a writer, too.
Writers know what readers want, not
accountants.”
So I sent Chip MacGregor, my
agent, my manuscript and he called
three days later and said, “I’m laughing my head off, man. This is funny,
it’s great, and it’s entertaining. Jesus

Photograph by Luke Lines

Professional Writing professor Dennis Hensley is set to publish his 54th book.

is witty, he’s clever, yet he’s insightful.
This is nothing like anything I have
ever seen. Let me send it out to five
publishers I know would really appreciate it.” He got a bidding war going,
they all loved it! So they were fighting against each other, and finally
AMG Publishers offered the best overall contract. But they said, “We don’t
think you can do this twice. These stories are great, but you really got a lot
of the New Testament. So you have to
write two or three more vignettes for
us to show us you can do a sequel.” So
I had to sit down and come up with
three more stories!
When I submitted it, I met with
the editor and he said, “Oh, these are
good. This is good. OK, we like it.” So

they signed the first contract, and the
second book is coming out around
next year. Now, the third one will be
the real challenge.
Echo: What response do you hope
to receive from your audience?
H: My hope is that people would
read this book and say, “You know
what, every single thing that Jesus
taught, 2,100 years ago, and every single thing that he did 2,100 years ago
could be done today and it would
have the same message and same
meaning and same impact.
“Jesus in the 9 to 5” will be released Oct. 18 on Amazon.com and
select bookstores.

OPINIONS

When you steal someone’s bike, you’re saying,
“I have the right (you don’t) to take this bike
(that you don’t really own), and use it for my
own purposes (because you matter more than
anyone else).”

Dude, where’s my bike?
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Scripting and rehearsing

When we script our
spiritual stories, we throw
away our vulnerability
Angelina Burkholder
Life & TImes Editor

Close your eyes. Remember the last
time you heard a prayer, not just any
prayer, but a beautiful prayer. Now
open your eyes. Chances are, that
prayer was rehearsed.
For example, someone approaches
the podium during chapel, asks for
bowed heads and offers up a heartfelt prayer. Amazement ensues at how
appropriately the prayer fits in with
the topic of the day and the direction
of the service. But when we look up,
we see the person holding a piece of
paper containing a prayer scripted to
sound beautiful to our ears. It’s time
to check our motives; our prayers are
not meant to tickle our ears but rather to glorify the heart of our Savior.
Since when is it okay for our relationship with Jesus to be rehearsed?
Maybe we only rehearse when we
know others are listening in. We
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strive to sound intellectual, wise and
politically correct in the way we pray
and talk. We want to appear like a
dedicated Christian when we’re being watched.
We approach the pulpit to say a
prayer over a congregation with a
piece of paper. We use words that
sound pretty and righteous. We spend
ridiculous amounts of time crafting
a minute-long prayer so our peers,
colleagues and professors will shake
their heads in amazement at what
a Christian heart we have. We have
reached an age where being vulnerable in our faith with each other is no
longer the “cool” option. We just want
that sparkling Taylor reputation.
But scripted words are not always
representative of what is really inside
our hearts. We hide our raw authenticity, trading in our true feelings for
a polished version that glitters when
people look and listen. We lock away
our trials, struggles and issues, denying their existence and importance.
It’s like our sidewalk friendships.
We see someone we know and the
typical Taylor acquaintance conversation follows. We say hi, we ask how
the other person is doing and we always respond with “Good!” That’s it.
A day in messy college-student life
is boiled down to one word every
day—good.
Stop lying. Stop rehearsing.
What kind of community could we
build if we took a step back from our
pretenses and our perfectly put together lives for a single moment of
vulnerability? Perhaps being so immersed in a “Christian” community
is our downfall. Everyone else looks
like they have their ducks in a row.
We feel pressured to do the same. So
we pretend for the sake of fitting in,
but behind those perfect exteriors of
those we admire are just more hurting hearts like ours. Slowly, we begin

losing focus of what it really means
to live as true members of the Body
of Christ.
Our need for perfection creates
walls of isolation and fakery, stifling
our vulnerability. The more we try
to be perfect like everyone else, the
further we push people away. We
sink into ourselves and neglect fellowship for fear of being found out.
The ugliness inside us craves healing,
but we ignore it because, God forbid,
someone might have the chance to
judge us.

Everyone else looks like they
have their ducks in a row. We
feel pressured to do the same.
Despite our loneliness, we still
want that perfection. We ache for
it. We lust for it. We don’t want to
admit we have messy lives. At night
we gather the mental list and check
all the boxes for the situations we
passed with stunning brilliance.
We’re addicted to being the most
dedicated and beautifully scripted
person on campus. Beloved, don’t
think for a second you’re fooling God.
In our search for humanity’s love,
we add fakery and pretense, hoping
for a sum total of genuine acceptance from others. Not only does the
math not cut it, but our basic drive
for living pretentious lives is flawed.
All our beautiful fakery is a result of
wanting human acceptance, and in
the end, that acceptance is unfulfilling. Only God can fill our voids. By
denying your messy life and scripting your public Christian faith, you
proclaim a desire for human connection over a desparate need for
a Savior.

Dude, where’s my bike?
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An epic quest for
higher integrity
Nathan Sturgis
Copy Editor

Here’s a little joke.
What is the No. 1 mode
of public transportation at
Taylor University?
The answer: stolen bikes.
Pretty funny, huh?
Sadly, the joke is all too
true. Already this year I’ve had students ask to borrow my bike to go
look for their stolen ones. For them,
the joke is not funny.
I understand why you do it. Usually, the scenario plays out like this:
You spent a little too much time on
Facebook, or you took too long in the
shower as you got ready for the day.
Perhaps you spent too much time
eating lunch. Or, heaven forbid, you
have to face the long trek from Sammy Morris to the DC.
Suddenly, you find a bike that someone has left unlocked. You’re saved!
You grab the bike and—fwoom!—
you’re off.
Nobody will miss it . . . right?
But by then, you’re too busy to
spare a single thought about returning the bike. Who would? It’s served
its purpose and helped you in your
hour of need.
Meanwhile, the poor guy who is
now bikeless begins tearing his hair
out as he begins searching for his
missing wheels.
In case you couldn’t tell, I have a
problem with this.
When you take a bike that doesn’t
belong to you, it’s theft. Plain and
simple. It’s not “borrowing without
permission,” as Captain Jack Sparrow would say. It’s stealing. It’s taking something because you want it,
which is pretty selfish when you think

about it.
Moreover, it’s not caring about
your fellow student or helping build
an intentional community. It’s intentional disunity. When you steal
someone’s bike, you’re saying, “I have
the right (you don’t) to take this bike
(that you don’t really own), and use
it for my own purposes (because you
matter more than anyone else).”

Meanwhile, the poor guy who is
now bikeless begins tearing his
hair out as he begins searching
for his missing wheels.
It’s also disobeying God. The Bible says, “Do not steal.” No ifs, ands
or buts about it. Need I say more?
I might be wrong, but I
have a feeling that if you
asked someone, either the
owner of that bike or someone else on your wing/floor,
he or she would be happy
to lend you their bike. I
would. I just want to know
who has it and where it is.
But when you steal, you
hurt others. You hurt God.
You—
Sorry, gotta run! Some idiot’s trying to steal my bike.
Hey you—!
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Music from a dead horse
It’s not easy to talk
about music. It’s harder
when we don’t listen.
Hanson Reed
Opinions Editor

You’re getting to know someone,
running through the obligatory list
of questions: home, major, favorite
color, favorite form of torture, etc.
Eventually, it is likely your discussion will stray to the topic of music
preferences. In fact, I am willing to
bet that I can predict nearly verbatim how the dialogue will go.
“I listen to pretty much anything
but country,” one of you will say.
“Yeah, I listen to most anything, except for rap,” says the other.
And thus ends the conversation.
If you are lucky, there will be a
few band names thrown around,
an ill-defined genre or two, but not
much more. (Yes, I am aware there
are those of you who can gush for
hours about every band we’ve never heard of, and I applaud you. This
isn’t for you.)

The shallowness inherent in these
answers troubles me. I certainly
make no claim to have better answers than others when an inquiry
is made of me. Even when I am the
one inquiring, I become aware I am
asking an empty question that will
incite an empty answer.
So why do I keep asking?
One could argue that it’s just
something we ask as part of social
convention, but I don’t believe that.
I think it goes much deeper. Let’s try
to break it down.
Asking what kind of music a person likes may not have much meaning, but it feels like it should. I don’t
believe anything else can touch the
very cores of our being the way music does. I think we’ve all had experiences when music evoked reactions
from us with such strength and sincerity, bringing forth values and
colors of feeling never before experienced, that what we heard became
a part of us.
Or maybe you haven’t. I can only
speak from my perspective, as I have
no other frame of reference. I know
I have never existed independent of
music. It has always pulled on me
and forced itself into me—and out
of me.
I remember the first time I heard
Mozart. I was maybe four years old
and had never heard anything so
beautiful and so full of energy, and
more, with such an ability to instill
its energy into me.
I think we have all had these experiences at some point, when we were
so full of a melody we thought we’d
burst. It is something deeply personal, and yet I can’t help but feel it is
also ubiquitous. Maybe this is why,
when we want to know a person, our
minds eventually drift to music. By

reaching out in this way, it seems we
are trying to relate to the shared experience of having our souls laid open
and vulnerable to something, whether it be a three-chord piece of punk
rock or a four-movement symphony.
As I have aged, these musical experiences have become increasingly rare. Part of this must certainly be
attributed to the natural dulling of
the senses that comes with age: the
more we experience, the less novelty
is left for us to discover. Yet I find this
a wholly inadequate answer.
I would suggest that speaking
about music has lost its meaning because music itself, to an extent, has
lost its meaning. We skim over the
topic because we subconsciously remember the awe and excitement it
has the potential to invoke in us, but
we feel guilty for experiencing this
so rarely. As I have already stressed,
I have only my own experience to go
on, but let’s consider a few possibilities why this might be case.
The first is access. You’ve got your
iPod with thousands of songs and
millions more from online services,
not to mention
the radio. We
have access to
an unprecedented stream of constant music, but
with such a vast
quantity, we take
much less time
to actually listen
to any of it. Sure,
Photograph by Hanson Reed we spend plenty of time hearing it, but this doesn’t
mean we are actually listening. Music
serves as a backdrop for homework
and reading and hanging out and
driving and pretty much everything.
But how much time is spent truly focusing on what you are hearing? For
that matter, how much of what you
hear is even worth the effort of really listening?
I think it is fair to say we spend too
much time passively hearing and not
enough time actively listening. I think
it is also fair to say that we fall into
musical ruts, listening to the same
music over and over. I don’t even
mean listening to the same bands or
songs, necessarily. One can listen to
a wide variety of artists, and still be
cornered in a fairly narrow section of
the music world.

By reaching out in this way, I
think we are trying to relate
to the shared experience of
having our souls laid open and
vulnerable to something, whether
it be a three-chord song or a
four-movement symphony.
I can’t tell you how this should affect you, because I’m not even quite
sure how it will affect me. Most of
these ideas came to me as I was listening to music I have always loved,
yet in practice all but forgotten. I talked them over with Dvorák and Haydn,
Beethoven and Gershwin and Holst,
and they all seemed to be saying pretty much the same thing: the next time
someone tells you what they listen to,
try asking them why.
I can’t promise this will penetrate
to the latent passion we all possess,
but it’s worth a shot.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
Hanson_Reed@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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Defensively, junior libero Kelsey Carr had a
season-high 32 digs and freshman Alex Reel
recorded a career-high 15 digs.
Volleyball lets lead slip
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Tereshko and Trojans tear through Taylor Invitational
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Men’s golf ends fall
season on high note
Steve Nafziger

Football (2-2)

Sports Writer

A great course, hot starts and lots
of confidence were the keys to success for the TU men’s golf team. The
Trojans finished second in the Taylor
University Fall Invitational Monday
and Tuesday. Senior Brandon Tereshko led the Trojans at the challenging
Egypt Valley Country Club as Taylor
shot a two-day total of 612 (309, 303).
“We played well,” said head coach
Cameron Andry. “As a team, I thought
we got off to good starts both days,
and some of the younger guys played
with some more confidence, which
was nice to see.”
Tereshko’s 69 on the final day was
the lowest score of the final round. He
placed second in the 55-player field
and finished with a two-day total of
144 (75-69). Tereshko closed out his
final round with six birdies and three
bogeys as he played the final 16 holes
at five under par. The senior captain
ended the tournament with 12 birdies total.
“It feels great not only to be able to
lead the team by what I say, but also
by what I do,” Tereshko said.
Junior Nate Scheibe led the Trojans
after the first day with his 2-over 74,
finishing that day with the third best
score in the tournament. Scheibe recorded four birdies and ended the

Schedule

10/12 Concordia (H) 1:00 p.m.
10/19 Robert Morris (A) 1:00 p.m.
10/26 Siena Heights (H) 1:00 p.m.
11/2 Marian (A) 1:00 p.m.

Volleyball
(12-9, 8-4)
Schedule

10/11 Saint Francis (H) 7:00 p.m.
10/12 Spring Arbor (H) 4:00 p.m.
10/16 Huntington (A) 7:00 p.m.
10/18 Goshen (A) 7:00 p.m.

Men’s Soccer
(2-10-2, 1-5-0)
Senior Brandon Tereshko fires the best score of the day Tuesday.

tournament with a two-day total of
150 (74, 76). Scheibe was also named
to the all-tournament team.
“It was great seeing some results of
the work I've put in on my personal
game and being able to pair a couple
good rounds together,” Scheibe said.
Senior Elliot Day and freshman
Seth Neal both shot a final round 79
while freshman Nathan Edwards finished the team’s top five by carding
an 80.
The Trojans trailed by just four
strokes entering the final round, but

Taylor was not able to overcome Holy
Cross as the Saints shot a two-day total of 606 (305, 301).
Wheaton’s squad claimed the lowest score of the final round as they
tied the Trojans for second place
(312, 300), while Bethel (312, 311) and
Ohio Northern (321, 302) finished tied
for fourth.
The Invitational wrapped up the
Trojans’ fall season. The team will
now head into the winter offseason
before picking up the clubs again in
the spring.

Photography by Timothy P. Reithmiller

“The fall season for us has been
encouraging,” Scheibe said. “I think
overall we have a lot of good takeaways to get us on the right track for
spring season.”
Taylor has shown vast improvements throughout the fall, jumping
from middle-of-the-pack finishes earlier in the season to this week’s tie for
second. The Trojans are excited to see
what the spring season has in store.

Schedule

10/12 Huntington (H) 7:00 p.m.
10/15 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 7:00 p.m.
10/19 Goshen (H) 7:00 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
(8-6, 1-5)
Schedule

10/12 Goshen (A) 7:00 p.m.
10/16 Bethel (H) 7:00 p.m.
10/19 Mount Vernon Nazarene (H) 4:00 p.m.

Men’s Cross
Country
Schedule

10/11 Bethel Invite

Women’s soccer falls short in comeback attempt
Adam Kelly
Sports Writer

The Taylor women’s soccer team
fought cross-county rival Indiana

Wesleyan University (IWU) Tuesday
night, suffering a 2-1 loss as they fell
just short of a comeback.
“This was a game we could have

and should have won, but we got
punished for a couple mistakes,” said
head coach Scott Stan.
The Trojans’ lone goal came

Photography by Timothy P. Reithmiller

Women’s Cross
Country

from senior forward Molly Drooger
during their attempted second half Schedule
10/12 Pre-nationals
comeback.
10/26 Great Lakes Invite
“It was really important for us to
play well,” Drooger said. “We wanted
to get the win, but we needed to play
a full game, and not just part of the front of the net in the 58th minute.
A hurried emotion in the Trojan
game, with 100 percent effort.”
Taylor held the edge in all of the offense led to a flurry of late attempts
main statistical categories, getting but the team was not able to get the
more shots (13-3) and shots on goal equalizing goal in the second half.
(6-2) than IWU, but couldn’t convert
Of all Taylor’s statistical edges, the
their many chances into goals.
most unusual was their ability to
The two teams came out battling accumulate 14 corner kicks while
for every 50-50 ball, trying to win holding IWU to zero. Despite the
control of a tight conference match. stats scale being tipped in Taylor’s
IWU took the lead in the 20th minute favor, the Trojans were unlucky in
on sophomore forward Katie yet another conference match and
Pannabecker’s goal as she was able now fall to 8-6 overall and 1-5 in
to tap the ball past junior goalkeeper Crossroads League play.
Kristiana Griffith, who was charging
“We need to win the rest of our
out toward the top of the box. Later, games, finish strong and make a
Pannabecker made a cross in the 33rd strong appearance in the tournament,”
minute to freshman forward Paige Drooger said.
Labonne, who powered one into the
upper right corner giving IWU a 2-0
The Trojans look to rebound at
halftime lead.
Goshen on Saturday at
The Trojans came out hard at the
7 p.m. in another Crossroads
start of the second half. Drooger was
League matchup.
able to put one in amid a crowd in

Senior forward Molly Drooger beats two IWU defenders in Tuesday night’s game.

Volleyball lets lead slip
Jeff Yoder

Sports Editor

The Taylor volleyball team saw a tale
of two games on Wednesday night as
a dominating 2-0 lead for the Trojans
turned into a 3-2 win for the Grace
Lancers. The Trojans suffered their
first loss to Grace since 2005.
TU battled through 12 ties and six
lead changes in the first set before
making a late surge, scoring seven of

consecutive points to flip the score
from a 9-6 deficit to a 12-9 lead. The
rest of set three belonged to the
the last eight points to get a 25-19 win. Lancers as they stayed alive with a
Taylor got off to a hot start in set 25-20 victory to cut Taylor’s set lead
two, but the Lancers clawed back and to 2-1.
narrowed the lead to one point at 14The Lancers held the lead for most
13. A few close calls in Grace’s favor of set four, but the Trojans tied it up
gave the Lancers control of set two at 20-20. With five points left to close
with a 23-20 lead. However, a spell of Grace out, Taylor let their 2-1 set lead
crucial points by TU, eight of the last slip as the Lancers edged out set four
11, helped the Trojans overcome the (25-23) and knotted the match at two
deficit to win set two 28-26.
sets apiece.
Grace controlled set three
The Lancers grabbed an 8-6 lead
early before Taylor reeled off six halfway through the fifth as they went

on to capture set five (15-12) and stun .310, as well as 10 kills.
the crowd in Odle Arena.
Defensively, junior libero Kelsey
Senior Ashlyn DeHoogh led the Carr had a season-high 32 digs and
Trojans with 18 kills while tallying freshman Alex Reel recorded a career13 digs. Senior Montanna Ashline high 15 digs.
Taylor is now 12-9 overall and 8-4
showed offensive and defensive
presence as she put down 11 kills in Crossroads League play. Following
and accounted for a team-high seven an eight-game win streak, the Trojans
blocks.
have now lost three consecutive
Sophomore setters Olivia Griffith conference matches.
and Julia Willey combined for 47
assists with 24 and 23, respectively.
Taylor will host Saint Francis
Junior Jackie Close added 11 kills,
tonight at 7 p.m. and Spring
and sophomore Michaela Sir led the
Arbor tomorrow at 4 p.m.
Trojans in attacking percentage with
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Athlete of the Week

Matt Hall
Year

Freshman

Hometown

Crete, IL

Dream job

Film editor

Funniest teammate

Colton Heiniger

15 minutes in the 3-mile / Placing
Favorite cross country memory Breaking
12th in State (senior year of High School)

Scan with QR reader Scan by QR Code City

Pump up song

“Trees” (by Twenty One Pilots)

Key stat

Two-time Crossroads League Runner of the
Week
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